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– Probability Vocabulary – 

Français Anglais Faux ami/ Remarque

Expérience Experiment Experience

Issue Outcome Issue

Événement Event

Aléatoire Random

Dé A die / two dice

Lancer un dé To cast a die / to roll a die « die is cast » : Alea jacta est

Lancer une pièce To toss / to flip a coin Throw a piece

Pile ou face  Heads or tails (UK : cross and pile) Pile or face

Parier sur... To bet on...

Équiprobabilité Equiprobability Both events are equally likely.

Phrases types :

1. « On lance deux dés équilibrés. Quelle est la probabilité que la somme des dés fasse 7 ? »
• You roll a pair of fair dice. What are the chances for the sum to be 7 ?
• You cast two fair dice, how likely is it that they sum up to 7 ?
• If you toss two fair dice, what are the odds that their sum is 7 ?
• How likely is it to have a sum of seven when rolling two fair six sided dice ?

2. « Il est très peu probable d'obtenir que des piles »
• It is highly unlikely to get only tails.
• There is a thin chance to get only tails.
• The likelihood of getting only tails is very small.

3. « Il y a une chance sur deux d'obtenir pile (ou face) »
• There is an even chance that a tossed coin lands heads up.
• The probability for a flipped coin landing heads up is one half.
• The probability of a coin toss coming up heads is 50%.
• There is a 1-in-2 chance that heads will come up.
• There is a l out of 2 chance that you will get heads.
• It is just as likely for a tossed coin to turn up heads as tails.

4. Some common sentences without translation :
• When a coin is tossed, there are two possible outcomes: heads or tails.
• The total number of outcomes is 6.
• A probability of one means that the event is certain.  
• A probability of zero means that an event is impossible. 
• If you flip a coin 10 times, there's a strong likelihood that you won't get a 50/50 split of 

heads vs. tails. 
• What is the probability of getting exactly three heads in four coin flips?
• We use probability to measure the chance or likelihood of events occurring in the future. 
• If the coin is unbiased (i.e. well balanced), we say it is just as likely to turn up heads as tails.


